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Abstract 
Cluster analysis deals with procedures which given a finite collection X of objects together 
with some kind of local dissimilarity information - -  identify those subcollections C of objects 
from X, called clusters, which exhibit a comparatively ow degree of internal dissimilarity. In 
this note we study arbitrary mappings ~0 which assign to each subcollection A _~X of objects its 
internal degree of dissimilarity ~0(A), subject only to the natural condition that A _c B_  X 
implies ~0(A)~< ~o(B), and we analyse on a rather abstract, purely order theoretic level how 
assumptions concerning the way such a mapping q~ might be constructed from local data (that 
is, data involving only a few objects at a time) influence the degree of overlapping observed 
within the resulting family of clusters, - -  and vice versa. 
Hence, unlike previous order theoretic approaches to cluster analysis, we do not restrict our 
attention to nonoverlapping, hierarchical clustering. Instead, we regard a dissimilarity function 
~o as an arbitrary isotone mapping from a finite partially ordered set ,q - -  e.g. the set 9~(X) of all 
subsets A of a finite set X - -  into a (partially) ordered set 9~--  e.g. the nonnegative r al numbers 
and we study the correspondence b tween the two subsets ff(~0) and @(~0) of~, formed by the 
elements whose images are inaccessible from above and from below, respectively. While ~(~p) 
constitutes the local data structure from which ~0 can be built up, cg(q~) embodies the family of 
clusters associated with ~p. 
Our results imply that in case ~.:=9~(X) and ~:= ~>0 one has #D<<.n for all De~(qg) and 
some fixed ne~ if and only if 
(~ Ci <~ max ~o(Ci) 
j i#j  i=0  . . . . .  n 
for all C o . . . . .  C, eC~(~0) if and only if this holds for all subsets C o . . . . .  C,=_X, generalizing 
a well-known criterion for n-conformity of hypergraphs as well as corresponding results due to 
Batbedat, dealing with the case n = 2. 
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1. Introduction 
Assume we are given a finite collection X of objects along with some kind of local 
dissimilarity data, that is, data involving only a few objects of X at a time. Cluster 
analysis then deals with procedures which globally identify subcollections C of objects 
from X- -  called clusters - -  exhibiting a large degree of internal homogeneity when 
compared with elements outside C. Hence, to analyse clustering procedures we first of 
all need a measure of this degree of internal homogeneity or - -  equivalently - -  of the 
degree of internal dissimilarity, defined on every subset A of X, for which we then may 
discuss (a) the local data structure from which this measure may be derived and 
(b) the family of clusters attached to it. 
In this note we therefore formalize the basic set-up for cluster analysis as follows. 
We assume first that we are given a mapping q~ which associates to each subset A of 
X its internal degree of dissimilarity in terms of a nonnegative r al number ~0(A) e R/> 0 
and we stipulate ~o(A)<~o(B) for all A ~ B ~ X. The local data structure from which 
~p could be recovered then is defined to consist of its restriction to the set ~(~0) 
comprising those subsets D~_X for which qg(D)>qg(D--{x}) holds for all xeD, while 
(dually) the set ~(~o) of clusters attached to ¢p consists of all subsets C_~ X satisfying 
q~(C)<q~(Cw{x}) for all xeX-C .  Note that Oe@(qg) and XeCg(~o). The following 
theorem will turn out to be a particular case of Theorem 1 below. 
Theorem A. Let cg~(X)  be a set of subsets of a finite set X including X and 
let p: <K~R>~o be a mapping from cg into the nonnegative r als such that C1, C2eC£ 
and C1 ~- C2 implies p(C1)<~p(C2). Then there exists a unique extension 
~p = ~po:~(X) --* ~>o of p satisfying 
and 
~p(A)<~ cp(B) whenever A ~_ B ~_ X 
~(~0) _ ~, 
given by 
~p(A) := min(p(C) l A ~_ CeCg) 
for each A ~_ X. 
Moreover, ~(~pp)=c.g if and only if p(CO<p(C2) for all Cl, C2eC~ with C1 ~ C2. 
And finally, #D<~n for all De~(~p) and some fixed hen if and only if 
j=O iCj i=0  . . . . .  n 
for all Co, C1 .. . . .  C. e~. 
This entails the well-known characterization of n-conformity in hypergraphs; ee 
[8, 18]. A discussion of the case n=2 is found in [4]. 
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Obviously, given some n~N and a mapping 6:X"~E~>0 from the n-fold cartesian 
product X" of X into the nonnegative r als E>~o, we may associate with 6 a mapping 
~0 = ~p6 : ~ (X)--, R/> 0 satisfying ¢p (A) ~< ~p (B) whenever A ~_ B g X and # D ~< n for all 
D ~(~p) by defining 
q~(A):=max6(A") (A~_X). 
We have ~p(0)=0 by the convention that a void maximum in ~>0 is zero. Note that 
~p({xl . . . . .  x .})=a(x~ . . . . .  x.)  
for all x~ . . . . .  x .eX  if and only if 
a(yl . . . . .  y.)<~a(xl . . . . .  x.) 
whenever 
{y, . . . . .  y.} =_ {x, . . . . .  x.} =_ x ,  
in which case 6 is called an n-variate (or n-way) dissimilarity function. Conversely, 
for any mapping ~o:~(X)~>0 satisfying ¢p(A)<~q~(B) whenever A~_B~_X 
the mapping 
(~- (~"  X n ----~ ~ >0 : (x1  . . . . .  Xn)l"'~(p({x I . . . .  ,Xn}) 
is an n-variate dissimilarity function, which satisfies ¢p = ~p~ if and only if q~(0)=0 and 
#D<~n for all DE~(cp). 
Hence, we have a simple canonical one-to-one correspondence b tween -variate 
dissimilarity functions from X" into ~>0 and mappings ~o from ~(X)  into ~>~0 satisfy- 
ing ~p (13)= 0, ¢p (A)~< ~p (B) whenever A _~ B _~ X, and # D ~< n for all D ~ (~p). A particu- 
lar instance of this correspondence oncerns the n-variate analogues of ultrametrics, 
viz., the (n-1)-ultrametrics introduced by Jardine and Sibson [17]. These n-variate 
dissimilarity functions can be described in terms of the associate mappings ~p, called 
(n-1)-clustering functions by Hubert [13]; cf. also Herden [12], 
Note finally that given an (n -  1)-variate dissimilarity function y, one may pass to an 
n-variate dissimilarity function ~ by the rule 
(~(X 1 . . . . .  Xn) = ~(X1 . . . . .  Xi - l ,  X i+l  . . . . .  Xn). 
.= 
Iterating this averaging process for bivariate data fl will eventually ield n-variate 
data 6, viz.: 
2 ~ 
8(x l . . . . .  X . ) -  n(n - 1). . fl (xl, xj); 
cf. [19]. 
Next, we define a system ~ of subsets of X to be a weak hierarchy of breadth at most 
n if there are no n+ 1 elements xo .. . . .  x. of X together with sets Ao . . . . .  A. from 
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such that xi6A j exactly when i ¢ j .  Thus, a weak hierarchy of breadth at most 1 is 
just a chain of subsets, while for n = 2 this defines the weak hierarchies tudied in our 
paper from 1989 and also considered by Batbedat [-5, 6] under a different name 
('m6dinclus'). The following results indicate that weak hierarchies constitute a canoni- 
cal cluster structure in overlappin~ clustering. 
Theorem B. Given some ne N, a finite set X, and a collection cg ~ ~(X  ) of subsets of 
X includin9 X, then c£ is a weak hierarchy of breadth at most n if and only if for every 
mappin9 p: cg --*~>~o satisfyin9 p(C a) <~ p(Cz) for all C1, C2~Cg with C1 ~- C2 the canoni- 
cal extension q~=cpp:~(X) ~1~>0 satisfies the condition # D <<. n for every D6~(cp). 
It is easy to see that - -  conversely - -  given some n~t~ and a mapping 
~o :~(X)~/>o such that A ___ B_  X implies ~p(A)~< ~o(B), the set system 
ff,(~p):={C---XI for all xl . . . . .  x,~C and xeX-C  one has 
6"~(xl, ... , x . )<  max (6~(xl . . . . .  x i - l ,  x, xi+l, ... ,x,))} 
l <~i~n 
which - -  for fixed n - -can  easily be computed from ~o in polynomial time, is a 
weak hierarchy of breadth at most n and that, in addition, ~,(~o) is closed with 
respect o intersection. 
Concerning the relationship between c~(~o) and ~,(~o) we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem C. Given a finite set X and a mappin9 q~: ~(X)  ~ ~>~0 satisfyin9 q~(A)<~ qg(B) 
whenever A ~_ B ~_ X, the associated set system c£:=~(q)) of q)-clusters is closed 
under intersection if and only if AI ~_ A2 ~_ X and ~o(A2)=~o(A1) implies 
q~(B • A2)= q~ (B w A1) for all B ~ X or - -  equivalently, but slightly more technical - -  if 
and only if for each a~X and D~(~o) with qg(Du{a})=~o(D) one has 
99(BwOu {a})=~o(BuD)for all B ~ X for which there is some B' 6~(~o) with B~B' .  In 
this case 
n := max ( # D I D ~(~p))  
coincides with 
min (m~[~ leg is a weak hierarchy of breadth at most m), 
and for this number n we necessarily have cg=cg,(~o) . 
Conversely, if cg is a weak hierarchy of breadth at most n, not necessarily closed under 
intersection, then every C6Cg.(q~) is an intersection of clusters from oK. 
As a consequence, we obtain the following theorem. 
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Theorem D. Given a finite set X and some n~ [~, there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between 
(i) pairs (cg, p), where c£ ~_ ~(X)  is a weak hierarchy of  breadth at most n closed 
under intersection and P:~>o satisfies p(C1)<p(C2) whenever C1, C2~ and 
Cx ~ C2, and 
(ii) n-variate dissimilarity functions 3: X" ---, ~>~0 satisfying the following implication 
for all aeX  and any Y={bl . . . . .  b.,cl  . . . . .  c,,-x} ~X:  
6(bx . . . . .  bi-1, a, bi+l . . . . .  b.)<~6(bl . . . . .  b.) for all i= 1 . . . . .  n 
implies 
6(xx . . . . .  x.-l ,a)<~ max 6(yl  . . . . .  y.) for all xl  . . . . .  x . -aeY .  
Yl,...,Y.e Y 
This immediately generalizes a result of Bandelt [2] characterizing those bivariate 
dissimilarity functions 6that give rise to weak hierarchies (of breadth at most 2) closed 
under intersection by the implication 
max {6(a, bl), 6(a, b2) } ~ ~(bl, b2) implies 
6(a, c) ~< max {6(bx, c), 6(b2, c), 6(bl, b2)}. 
As it turns out, the 'natural habitat' of the above results is constituted by isotone 
mappings from a finite distributive lattice .~ (replacing ~(X)) into a distributive lattice 
(replacing R~>0), allowing even to subsume percentile clustering [-16] within our 
cluster model. 
Hence, in what follows, we will work in such a setting, only occasionally assuming 
that ~ - -  like ~>0 is linearly ordered. 
Actually, quite a few of our arguments only need the existence of joins - -  or just of 
meets - -  in the finite partially ordered set .~ replacing ~(X),  but we have not taken 
the trouble to indicate this by replacing the simple word 'lattice' by 'join-semilattice' 
or 'meet-semilattice' in those cases. 
It is also worthwhile to point out that there is an even more general context for part 
of our analysis: For every, say, covariant functor ~0 :,~ ~ ~ from a category ~ into 
a category ~ one may restrict one's attention to the restriction of ~0 to either the full 
subcategory ~(~o) of ~ whose objects are all objects D from ~ with ~o(D)= lim_ ~0 [•//D 
or the full subcategory ~(~o) of .~ whose objects are all objects C from ~ with 
~0(C) = lim._ ~o [c',,,',, ~, where ~//D denotes the category of morphisms into D which are 
not isomorphisms and C \ \~ denotes the category of morphisms from C which are not 
isomorphisms. 
Again, under appropriate finiteness conditions, it is obvious that ~o can be recon- 
structed from these restrictions. Though we will not venture here into this sort of 
generality, it is worthwhile noting that it was precisely the usefulness of this approach 
in the theory of induced representations of finite groups (cf. [-9]) and the way it 
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allowed to define, say, defect subgroups in modular representation theory which 
inspired the work presented here. 
2. The fundamental bijection 
Given an isotone mapping q~:.~---, ~ between ordered sets, we consider the two 
subsets ~(~0) and cg((o) of .~ formed by the elements whose images are inaccessible 
from below and from above, respectively, viz., 
((o) := { x •.~ I(o (x) is not the join of the images q9 (w) for w < x }, 
(£(q~):= { xs~l  ~0(x) is not the meet of the images (o(y) for x<y}.  
In what follows, existing joins and meets are denoted by V and A, respectively. If x e~ 
is a minimal element in 2, then x e @ ((o) unless O(x)= V 0, that is, unless (o(x)~< r for all 
re~;  similarly, if x is a maximal element, then xcC~((o) unless ~o(x)=A0. In the 
particular case that .~ =~ and q~ is the identity map, ~(~p) coincides with the set ~v of 
completely join-irreducible elements and oK(q8 coincides with the set ~ ^  of completely 
meet-irreducible elements of& that is, those elements x in .~ = N, for which x = V ~ or 
x=mY" for some subset ~ _ .~, respectively, implies x~Y'. Thus, in particular, if e.g. 
. ,~=~:=~ and ¢p:=Id~, then ~(~9)=cg(q~)=0. 
The following lemma is straightforward but instrumental. 
Lemma 1. Every isotone mapping q~ from a finite ordered set .~ into an ordered set 
~1 satisfies 
V ~o(w)=~o(x)= A ~o(y) 
w<~x y>~x 
for all xe.~. 
In particular, if x~-* Y~ is any mappiny from .~ into .~ such that x <~ y ,¢~ ff <. y holds for 
all xe.~ and ye~(q)), one has ~o(x)=(o(,Y) for all x~.~. 
Proof. We prove the first equality by induction on the length of a longest chain from 
a minimal element o f~ to x. The second equality then follows by reversing orders. So 
assume that the asserted equality holds for all elements of.~ below x. If x e~((0), there 
is nothing to show, otherwise we obtain 
V  tw)= V V  tv)= V 
w<x w<x t,E~(~o) t,~@(rp) 
v<~w r<~x 
,p(v), 
as required. [] 
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Note that an 'optimal' choice for a mapping x~--~:~ as described above exists always 
if ~ is a finite lattice, just put 
-f:=-- /~ Y. 
x ~< y~(~(~o) 
This mapping has its image in (¢(~o) if and only if (¢(q~) is meet-closed. Hence the 
following observation is of interest and establishes part of Theorem C. 
Lemma 2. For any isotone mapping ~p from a finite lattice ~ into a chain ~l, the 
following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) cg:=cg(q~) is meet-closed, 
(ii) xx <<. x 2 and q)(X2)= (p(X1) implies q~(t v x2)= q~(t v x l )  for all x~, x2, t~..~. 
Moreover, if ~ is distributive, (ii)follows from the much more specialized assertion 
(iii) a~ ~, xe~(q))  and q0(x)=q~(x v a) implies q~(u v x)=q0(u vx  v a) for all u~ 
strictly below some v~(qo)  . 
Proof. ( i )~  (ii): For any x e.~ put k :=/~x ~<y~ Y. Then ~o(x) = cp(~) and by (i) we have 
Y~cg for every xe2.  Hence xl ~<x2 and ~0(x2)=~o(xl) implies xl =x2 and therefore 
tVXz=A{yEC~ly>/ t  and y>/x2} 
=A{y~ly>~t  and y>~xi}=tvx l  ,
which in turn implies 
q)(t v x2)=qo(t v x2)=~o(t v xx)=~o(t v xl) .  
(ii) ~ (i): Given Y"_ cg, we have to show that xl :=AY'~cg. In view of 
~o(xl)= /~ ~o(y)=min(q)(y)[xl<~y~(~), 
XI~<3'E~ 
there exists some x2eCg with x~<~x2 and q~(x2)=~O(Xx). Hence, x~Y" implies 
q~(xvx2)=q~(xvx l )=~o(x)  and therefore x vx2=x,  that is, x2<~x, because 
x~ _~ (g implies q~(x) < q)(z) for all zE~ with x < z. In consequence, x2~</~3f = xl ~< x2 
and therefore x~ = x2 ~(¢. 
It is trivial that (ii) always implies (iii). 
Now assume that (iii) holds and that .,~ is a finite distributive lattice, while there 
exist x1,x2, t~  with XI~X2, C~O(X2)=C4)(X1} and q~(t V X2)#t,0(t V XI). Choose 
a~ . . . . .  a .~  v with x2=ax v ... v a.. Then there exists some iE{1 . . . . .  n} with 
~p(tvx l  VaxV . . -vai) - - / :q~(tvxl  va l  v . . -v  a~-l).  
Put a:=a~ ~ and choose xe~(q~) with x<~x~ v al v ... v a~_~ and 
~o(x) = ~O(Xl v al v ..- v ai-~). Then 
(p(X)~(p(X V a)~< t,o(x I V a I V " ' "  V ai_ 1 V al} 
~qO(X2)=(D(X1)~q)(x I V a 1 V . . -V  ai_ l)=-q~(x) 
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implies ~o(x)=q~(x v a). Now choose ve~(~o) with v<<,t v xi v a 1 V " ' "  V ai 
qg(v) = ~0(t v xl v al v . . .  v a3. Put 
U:=vA( tVX1 va l  v ' "  v a l -0 .  
In view of 
~o(v)=q~(t v xl v al v . - .  v ai)>~o(t vx~ vaa v . . .  v ai_a)>~q~(u) 
we must have u < v. Hence ~o(u v x)= ~o(u v x v a) by (iii), in contradiction to 
q~(u v x) <~qg(tvx~ va l  v . . . v  ai_~) 
<~o(tvx~ vaxv. - .va~_t  val) 
=q~(v)=~o((v A (x~ va~ v . . -v  al-a)) v (v A a~)) 
<~ ~o(u v a) <~ q~(u v x v a). 
and 
Given a finite ordered set .~ and any integer n~>l, let J,(.,~) consist of those 
elements of .~ which are representable as joins of at most n join-irreducible lements 
- -  so in particular, J .  (.~)= {A ___ X I # A ~< n} if .~ = ~(X)  for some finite set X. Note 
that an element x in a finite distributive lattice .~ belongs to J.(.~) exactly when for 
every ~__q.~ with x~V~ there exists some ~'~ with #~'~<n and x~<V~' .  
Indeed, if x=VY"  for some y ,~.~v with #Sly<n, then for each x'~.~ we have 
x '=Vy~rx 'Ay  and hence X'=x 'Ay<~y for some y=y(x ' )6~,  thus yielding 
x = Vyf  <~ Vx,~c y(x'), as required. Conversely, if x satisfies the above requirement, hen 
any expression x = X l v ..- v x,, with m ~> n can always be shortened to one of the form 
X = Xit  V ""  V X i .  . 
Lemma 3. Let .~ be a finite distributive lattice and let ~p be an isotone mapping from 
.~ into a lattice ~l. Then ~(q~) ~_ J,(.~) for some n >~ 1 if and only if 
\ i=bj i=0  
Proof. Assume first 
w~<+ Ax , ,  
j=0  i~ j  
then w is below the 
O <~ i <~ n. Hence 
that @@) ~ J,(.~). If for Xo .... ,x.E.~ and w~J.( .~) we have 
join of Ai~jXi for n indices j, so that w<~xi must hold for some 
V 
vv~<x i for some i 
q~(w) by Lemma 1 
~< + ~o(xi) since ~p is isotone. 
i=0  
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As to the converse, assume 
where m ~> n + 1. Then 
X = V Wj with 
j=o  
Xi:= + Wj<X 
j=O 
and 
but xCJ.,_ a (-~), 
WoeJ , . _ . (a ) ,  w l  . . . . .  w .e .~ v , 
for O<~i<~n 
x>~ + A x~>~ + wj=x. 
j=O i#j j=O 
Hence, as x belongs to @(~o), we obtain the contradiction 
/=0 j=O iq=j / i=0  
This completes the proof. [] 
Lemma 4. Let .~ be a finite lattice and let tp be an isotone mapping from .~ into 
a distributive lattice ~l. Then the inequality 
j=O iCj i=0  
holds for all xo . . . . .  x .e~ whenever it is satisfied for all Xo . . . . .  x.e~(~o) . 
Proof. Given Xo . . . . .  x.e.~, put 
~={ye~(,p)lx,<~y} and ~=[ - I i~ .  
Then, by distributivity of ~ and Lemma 1, 
j=O iCj (j.q)~, j=O id:j (yi}~¢ i=0 
= V A V' 
/=0 /=0 
[] 
Combining Lemmas 3 and 4 yields the desired result. 
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Theorem 1. For every isotone mapping (p" ~ --* ~l from a finite distributive lattice .~ into 
an arbitrary distributive lattice ~1, the inclusion ~(q~) ~_ J , (~)  holds if and only if 
~o ( + A xl ) ~ + qg(xi) for all Xo ..... x.~(~o), 
j=O i#j / i=0 
if and only if this is true for all Xo . . . . .  x.e.~. 
In most applications of this result, .~ will stand for a finite Boolean lattice and ~ for 
the chain of nonnegative reals. The percentile clustering model of Janowitz and 
Schweizer [16] however, would require ranges ~ of clustering functions that are not 
linearly ordered but still distributive. Specifically, a percentile clustering coefficient 
6 associates to any two elements of a finite set X a percentile function, that is, 
a residuated map from the unit interval I-0, 1] to the extended nonnegative reals 
[0, ~] .  Hence the range of 3 is the tensor product of two complete chains and thus is 
a completely distributive complete lattice; see [-21]. Note that distributivity of the 
tensor product is already guaranteed under somewhat weaker hypotheses; ee [1]. 
A relationship between percentile clustering and some version of fuzzy clustering 
has been established by Janowitz and Powers [15]. 
3. Breadth at most  n 
With q~: .~ --* ~/' as in the preceding section, the restriction 0 of ~0 to cg(cp) is necessarily 
strictly isotone, that is, x < y implies O(x)< ~(y). Conversely, one wishes to know when 
a given strictly isotone mapping CO from a subset ~ of a finite ordered set ~ into a lattice 
can be extended to an isotone mapping ~0 from .~ to ~t such that cg(~p) =cg. If CO: ~ ---, 
is any isotone mapping and cg contains all maximal elements of.~, then there is a unique 
isotone extension ~0 :~ ~ ~ of CO satisfying ¢f(tp) _~ c~, which is given by 
~o(x):= A CO(Y) for xe.~. 
y~x 
Equality cg(~0)= ~ only holds in case co(x)< fy~%y>x co(y) for all xc~.  This inequality 
certainly holds when ~ is a chain and p is strictly isotone. 
Theorem 2. Given any number n >>- 1, let .~ be a finite distributive lattice, and let cg be 
a subset of ~ containing the maximal element of.~. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) For every isotone mapping p from (g into a distributive lattice Jl, the extension 
~o :~ ~ ~l defined by 
~o(x):= f P(Y) (x~.~) 
yec~ 
)'~>x 
satisfies @(qg) ~_ j.(.~). 
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(ii) Every strictly isotone mapping p from c~ into the natural numbers N o extends to 
some isotone mapping qo :_~--* [No such that ~(q~)=~ and ~(q)) ~ J . (~).  
(iii) For all Xo . . . . .  x,~Cg there exists some ke{0 . . . . .  n} with 
+ A Xi<<.Xk, that is, A xi<'Nxk, or equivalently, A x,= A xi. 
j=O i~:j iCk i=0  i ck  
(iv) For every subset Yf of C£ there exists a subset 3f' such that A Y[= A Y{" and # Yf' <~n. 
(v) There are no (join-irreducible) elements ao . . . . .  a.e.~ and elements Xo, ..., x, eCg 
with a j~x l  exactly when i Tsj. 
(vi) For every set d of join-irreducible lements of .~ there exists a subset d '  ~_ d 
with # d '  <~ n such that 
{xe~ I.',,: >~V d}  = {xe~ Ix ~> V ,.d'}. 
Proof. From the observation preceding the proposition we immediately infer that (i) 
implies (ii). 
As for (ii) =* (iii), suppose there exist Xo . . . . .  x, eCg such that 
Y :=+ Ax i~;xk  for a l l k=O . . . . .  n. 
j=0  i4-j 
Let h:.~--, No denote the height function of the lattice .~. Define a mapping 
p:Cg~N0 by 
h(x) if x ~y, 
P(X)=~h(x)+ maxi=0 ...... h(xl) otherwise. 
Certainly p is strictly isotone. The isotone extension ¢p :~---,No of p with (g(~o)=cg 
satisfies 
~o(y)>~h(y)+ max h(xi)> max h(x;)= max ~o(xi) 
i=0  . . . . .  n i=0  . . . . .  n i=0  . . . . .  n 
and therefore ~(~0) ~=~¢, (.~) by Theorem 1. 
The implication from (iii) to (i) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1. 
The equivalences (iv) ¢~ (iii) <* (v) ~ (vi) are easy to verify. [] 
Note that property (vi) and hence all the equivalent properties in the preceding 
theorem carry over from ¢g to the meet-closed subset c~ of .~ generated by c~ as well as 
to any subset of cg. 
A subset cg of .~ satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2 is said to be of breadth at 
most n. Letting cg =.~ in this theorem one sees that for lattices breadth is a self-dual 
concept. A breadth n closure system over a finite set is also said to have strong Helly 
number n; see [11]. For closure systems atisfying the above condition (vi), cf. [14]. 
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If ~ ~ .~ satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2, then every element x of ~ (being the 
join of join-irreducibles) admits at least one antichain {al . . . . .  ak} of size k<~n such 
that Vi=l ..... kai<~y is equivalent o x<~y for all y~Cg. Hence # ~ cannot exceed the 
total number of nonempty antichains in the ordered set _~v of join-irreducible 
elements of .~ that have size at most n. If this upper bound for # c~ is attained, the 
above assignment x ~--~{al,..., ak } induces a bijection when restricted to the elements 
xe~.  In particular, if .~=~(X)  for some finite set X of cardinality, say, m, then 
k=0 
and equality holds exactly when ~' is a convex geometry sensu [10]. 
In a Procrustes fashion we can associate to every neN and every isotone mapping 
~o from a finite distributive lattice .~ into an ordered set ~ a subset ~fn(q~) of ~ that 
satisfies condition (v) of Theorem 2: let ~n(~o) consist of those elements xe~ such that 
for any ao, al . . . . .  a ie~ v with l<.n and a~ . . . . .  a~x but ao~x,  there exists an index 
j ~> 1 with 
Obviously, ~n(~o) is a meet-closed subset of ~ of breadth at most n. 
As for the computat ional  aspect, observe that ~n(~0) can be computed efficiently 
from the restriction of q~ to Jn (~)  since # ~n(~o) is bounded by a polynomial in the 
number m= #.~"  of join-irreducibles (regarding n as a constant). In fact, let 
~ ~ = {bl . . . . .  bin} such that i< j  implies b~ b~ (that is, the indexing indicates a linear 
extension of the ordered set 2" ) ,  and for k<~m let ~k consist of all joins from 
{bl . . . . .  bk} so that we .~+l  is in .~ if and only if b~+~  w. For  the recursive step 
assume that we have already determined cgn(q~ I -~k) -- -~k" For every w~Cgn(~p I -~) check 
whether (i) w and (ii) w v b~+ ~ qualify as members of cgn(tp I.~k+ 1) by testing (*) for 
(i) all al . . . . .  an~{bx . . . . .  b~} and ao=bk+l, and (ii) all ao . . . . .  an-~e{bl  . . . . .  bk} and 
an = b~ + ~. Indeed, if v ~n(~01 -~g + ~) satisfies b~ + ~ ~< v, then w := V {b~l 1 <<. i <~ k, bi <<. v} is 
in ~n(tp [-~k) and satisfies v = w v bk+ 1; so we find all elements in ¢gn (¢P I -~k+ 1) this way. 
The above procedure invokes 2 (k). # c~n (~0 I~k) examinations of( .) ,  which is of order 
O(k2n). Summing over k = 1 . . . . .  m then yields the total complexity O(m 2n+ 1). In case 
that ~ is a power set lattice and n = 2, this algorithm coincides with the one proposed 
for the 'weak S-clusters' in our paper from 1989. 
The next theorem clarifies the relations between ~(tp) and cgn(tp). 
Theorem 3. Let ~ be an isotone mapping from a finite distributive lattice .~ into 
a distributive lattice ~,  and let n ~ 1. Then ¢g.(tp) is a meet-closed subset of,~ of breadth 
A 
at most n. I f  ~(tp) has also breadth at most n, then the meet-closed subset ~(q~) of 
generated by (£(q~) contains ~.(q~) . Equality cg. (q~)= ~g(q~) holds exactly in case ~(tp) 
is itself a meet-closed subset of ~ having breadth at most n. 
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Proof. In what follows assume that c£(~o) has breadth at most n. Let x be an element 
outside the meet-closed subset of .~ generated by c£(~0). Then 
x<x:- - - -  A Y, 
y>~x 
and so there exists a join-irreducible lement ao such that ao~x and ao<~y for 
all ysCg(~p) above x. Since cg(~p) has breadth at most n, there is a subset 
~¢' = {a~ .. . . .  a~ } __ ~¢ := {a~ v [ a ~< x} of cardinality l ~< n, such that for ysCg(~p), 
• ¢ x= V xaC <~ y ~ x'.= V s¢ <~ y. 
Hence 
q~(+a, )=~o(x ' )= A tp(y)= A qg(y)>~q~(+ai)>~q~(+ai) 
i= 1 y Eq¢(~p) y~C~(tp) i=o i=0 
y>~x' y>~x i#j  
for all j = 1,.. . ,  1. Thus, x cannot belong to cg.(~o), proving the asserted inclusion. 
As to the final assertion, assume that, in addition, c£(tp) is meet-closed. Choose 
x e c£ (¢p) and ao . . . . .  a. e.~ v so that ao ~ x and al ~< x for i ~> 1. Let y and z be the smallest 
elements from cg(~0) satisfying 
+a,<~y and +a,<<,z. 
i=1 i=0 
Then y < z because y~< x. Since cg(~o) has breadth n, there exists an index j (necessarily 
different from 0) such that z is also the smallest element from cg(~o) above ~/i~j al. This 
yields 
ic j  
and thus xe~.(q)). [] 
If C~(q~) has breadthS.at most n, but does not coincide with cg(~o), then cg.(~o) can be 
a proper subset of cg(~0). To see this, consider .~:=~({1,2,3}) and put 
0 for A___{2,3}, 
q~(A):= 2 forA_~{1,2}, (A_~{1,2,3}). 
1 else, 
Then ~(~o)={{1,2, 3}, {2, 3},{1,3}} has breadth 2, but {1, 3}~C~z(tp) because 
a l=az :={3}~{1,3} ,  ao :={2}~{1,3} ,andq~(a lva2)=q~(aova , )=0for i= l ,2 .  
The mere fact that c¢.(q~) satisfies the properties of Theorem 2covers an observation 
of Powers [20]• Moreover, Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 below imply some of the main 
results of our paper from 1989. Indeed, instances of isotone mappings ~o for which 
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~(q~) is meet-closed can be generated as follows. Let _~ be a finite distributive lattice. 
First define isotone mappings G :~ ~>0 for zE.~ by 
{01 if x~<z, 
G(x) = otherwise. 
Let c~ be any nonempty subset o f~ of breadth at most n (where n ~> 1) and let ~ denote 
the meet-closed subset o f~ generated by ft. Assume that 2: cg __+ R~0 is a nonnegative 
weight function. Then certainly 
~o = y ,~lz)~z 
z~C~ 
is an isotone mapping from .~ into ~>0 such that cg(~o) ~ ~ with equality holding if 
and only if for every xe~ and zeC~ with z A x<x there exists some z'e~g with 
z A X<~z' ^  X <x  and 2(z')>0. Of course, not every isotone mapping ¢p with c~(q~) _ 
is of this form; but in case such a map is of this form, the associated weight function 2 is 
unique, as is confirmed by the next result. 
Theorem 4. Let cg be a nonempty subset of  a finite distributive lattice ~. of  breadth at 
most n for some n e~.  Then the family of  mappings 1 -G(zeqY)  restricted to J . ( .~)  is 
linearly independent over ~. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary: then there exists a mapping # : c~ _.. R different from the 
zero function such that 
#(z ) (1 -G(x) )=0 for all xeJ.(.~). 
Partition the set of ze~ with/z(z):~ 0 into 
+ := {z~e I~(z) > 0}, 
~g-:={zc~l~(z)<0}. 
Obviously, both c~+ and c~- are nonempty (evaluate at the minimal element in 2!). 
Hence, as ~+ and ~-  are disjoint, cg+ and cg- generate different meet-closed subsets 
~+ and c~-. By Theorem 3 these subsets are recovered as ~.(~0 +) and ff,(~0-), 
respectively, where 
~o+= ~ /z(z)¢~ and q~-= ~ -#(z )G-  
z~C~ + ze~-  
This implies that ~0 + and q~- must be distinct when restricted to J ,  (-~) (according to 
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2), thus contradicting the hypothesis. [] 
Added in proof. The referee suggested - -  'just for the delight of the authors' 
which we want to share with our readers - -  the following alternative proof of 
Theorem 4 which is valid over any field. 
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Let M denote the I~1 x [ J~(-~) I matrix whose (x, y) -entry is 1 -~(y) ,  x ~c-tf, y~J.(~). 
By Theorem 2(vi), we see that for each zs~ there exists some yeJ.(-~) such that 
{x e~l  1 -~(z )= 1 } = {x e(£1 1 -~ (y)= 1}. This means that if we enlarge M to a matrix 
M' by adding the columns corresponding to elements of 2~\J.(,~), then actually no 
different column-vectors are generated and, hence, the rank of M' is the rank of M. 
Assume that (g={xa .... .  x=} is an enumeration such that xi~x~ implies i<<,j. By 
dropping from M' all columns except those corresponding to elements of ~ and 
arranging them in the same order xx . . . . .  x,, as the rows, we obtain a square matrix M" 
which is lower triangular with ones on the diagonal. Thus all the matrices have rank I cgl. 
Finally we note the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. Let q~ be an isotone mapping from a finite distributive lattice .~ into a chain 
such that ~(tp) is a meet-closed subset of ~. Then ~(tp)~_ J.(.~) holds if and only if 
c~(q)) has breadth at most n. 
Proof. Assume @((p)c j.(.~). Suppose there are a0 .... .  a,~.~ v and Xo .. . . .  x,~(g(q~) 
such that ai<~xj exactly when iCj. Put Y:=Vi"--o ai and let ~:=/~y~ze~z be the 
smallest element from ~(q~) above all ai ( i=0 .. . . .  n). Then, q~(y)=q~(37) and as ~ is 
a chain and N(q~) _ J.(.~), 
Since 35~ xj and xiA ~s~(q~), we get 
q~()7)= (P(Y)= q~ ( + a~) ~< (p (/~A)7) < (p (37)' i=0 
i:/- j 
a contradiction. This shows that ~(~p) is of breadth at most n. 
The converse follows from Theorem 2. [] 
Combining Theorem 5 and Theorem 4 we obtain the following corollary, a 
particular case of which is Throrrme 4 of Batbedat [7]. 
Corollary. Let (p be an isotone mapping from a finite distributive lattice ~ into a chain 
satisfying ~((p)~_ J,(.~) for some n~ 1. Then (gn(~)=~(~0) if and only if ~(tp) is 
a meet-closed subset of .~. 
4. Conclusion 
Clustering functions (as isotone diameter maps) constitute the natural framework 
for overlapping clustering, just as for hierarchical clustering. From a mathematical 
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point of view there is no reason to confine oneself to bivariate dissimilarity data. 
Practically everything that works in this case seems to carry over to n-variate data. 
Finite distributive lattices (rather than Boolean lattices ince complementation is ot 
employed) form the canonical domains of clustering functions; one may still relax the 
existence of certain joins, but distributivity is an essential prerequisite. 
Every clustering function ~0 is determined by the values on either of the subsets ~(~p) 
and ~(~0) of its domain: the image of ~(~o) is 'inaccessible' from below, whereas the 
image of c~(~o) is 'inaccessible' from above. In the Boolean case, the restriction p of~p to 
cg(~o) results in an indexed cluster system, while ~o restricted to 9(~0) gives rise to 
a multivariate dissimilarity function 6. Correspondences between dissimilarity func- 
tions and indexed cluster systems can thus be put into somewhat broader perspective: 
for suitable classes of clustering functions ~o one characterizes their restrictions 6 to 
~(¢p) as well as their restrictions p to ~(~0). In particular, this approach successfully 
applies to the clustering functions arising from arbitrary n-variate data (Theorem 1) as 
well as the subclass formed by the functions that correspond to weak hierarchies 
closed under intersections (Theorems 3 and 5). 
We are confident that further instances of overlapping clustering can be dealt with 
following this paradigm. 
Added in proof. Just after submitting this paper to the editors of this proceedings 
volume we received Batbedat's preprint 'Les dendrogrammes des dissimilarit6s symet- 
riques n-voies. Comment situer les graphes ymetriques n-voies', which appears to 
study similar phenomena in the language of hypergraphs. 
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